
  
9910 West Township Rd. 132 

Fostoria, Ohio 44830 
419 435-0585 

Date:________________ 

Registration Type:    FULL        LIMITED        Sex:___________     Color:_______________ 

Dam’s Name: __________________   Sire’s Name:__________________________     

Microchip #:________________________  AKC #:_________________________ 

Date of Birth:____________________ 

BUYER INFORMATION: 

Name 
(s):______________________________________________________________________ 

Address: 
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Phone: __________________ Cell Phone: _________________    

Email: ___________________ 

     Many of our puppies and dogs hold the potential to develop into dogs that will be suitable for one 
or more of the following purposes:  showing, hunting, field competition, therapy, good citizen, scent 
training (i.e. narcotics, bomb, cadaver, deer sheds) or breeding.  However, it should be understood, 
that there is no guarantee at the time of sale regarding the future purposes outlined above.   

     What Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever guarantees are a good companion and a family pet.  This 
guarantee further implies that the puppy appears to be in good health at the time of the sale as is 
outlined in the following statement.  

HEALTH GUARANTEE 

     This puppy is guaranteed to be in good health, to the best of my knowledge at the time of sale.  
Additionally, this puppy had has its initial inoculations against distemper, hepatitis (adenovirus T2), 
para influenza and parvo virus.  Furthermore, this puppy has been preventatively wormed at least two 
times and is accompanied by a complete health record documenting all vaccinations, worming, other 
preventive care and any other veterinary  care it may have received.  From the date of the puppy’s 
purchase, the buyer has (5) FIVE DAYS in which to take the dog to a licensed veterinarian for a full 
check up.  It is strongly urged by us that all new puppy/dog buyers do this examination.  If the new 
puppy/dog buyer listed above fails to comply with the INITIAL CHECK-UP in the proscribed time 
indicated above, this contract / agreement automatically become null and void.   
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     Additionally, once the puppy/dog has it’s initial full check up, the new puppy/dog buyer must notify 
Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever with (7) SEVEN business days of the check up and provide Punk Hollow 
Labrador Retriever  with written proof.   Failure to notify Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever and provide 
proof the initial check up as proscribed in the agreement will automatically null and void this 
agreement. 

     If at the time of the initial vet check the puppy is determined to be seriously ill from symptoms that 
are undoubtedly the results of a hereditary condition,  the new puppy/dog buyer is to return the puppy 
at the new puppy/dog buyer’s expense, along with all papers, and other accompanying information.  At 
this point Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever will replace the puppy in question with another puppy of 
similar bloodlines and/or the same color and gender,  should the buyer desire.  Should there be no 
puppies available that would be a suitable replacement puppy; we will refund the buyer the purchase 
price of the puppy in full.  All of what has been stated above is contingent upon the new buyer (s) 
providing a letter of verification from the examining veterinarian.  This exchange or notification of the 
new buyer(s) intent to exchange must be made within (7) SEVEN business days of the date of sale.   

     In addition, the puppy has a microchip that has been placed by the kennel.  The purpose of the 
microchip is for identification.  Most dog pounds, human societies, kennels, vet clinics and police 
departments have scanners to read the microchips.  There is still one more important step you need to 
take to ensure your pet is reunited with you in case it gets lost.  The microchip must be enrolled in the 
AKC Reunite program within 7 business day from the signing date of this contract.  If the new buyer 
fails to comply with the enrollment of the microchip, within the 7 business days the contract/
agreement will immediately null and void.  The buyer can provide proof of enrollment.  The kennel will 
be notified via the AKC Reunite Program of the enrollment.  For immediate enrollment you can visit 
www.akcreunite.org or call 1800-252-7894. 

     Furthermore, it is understood that Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever assumes no responsibility for this 
puppy/dog once it has left this premises.  This includes veterinary medical expenses, mortality, 
landlord’s disapproval, allergic reaction to puppy, family disagreement, behavioral/training difficulties, 
mistreatment of puppy/dog, accidental poisoning or trauma, or any other reason not specifically stated 
above.  If for some reason one of these problems should arise and you find yourself wanting to place 
your puppy/dog in a new home, we ask that you first contact us.  In some instances, we may be able to 
help.  Our main concern here is that none of our dogs under any circumstances are abused or placed in 
a dog pound or any other type of animal shelter.  There are always other options, and we would be 
more than happy to help. If need be, we will always take the puppy back.  Under no circumstances will 
we refund the purchase price of a puppy in full or part, unless it is a medical situation addressed within 
the contract. 

     Also, your new puppy/dog is guaranteed until it reaches (1) ONE year of age against any severe and/
or life threatening congenital heart, liver, kidney or thyroid defects.  Furthermore, this guarantee 
covers any severe and/or life threatening seizure disorders or ocular defects resulting in blindness.  
Should any problems mentioned above arise that are clearly hereditary in nature, the buy(s) is to 
contact Punk Hollow Country Labrador Retriever.  In addition, provide a written statement of intent to 
invoke the terms of the guarantee, the owner/buyer will provide documentation and any or all ex-rays 
or other material from their License Veterinarian to Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever, who will seek a 
confirming diagnosis from a licensed Veterinarian of our choice upon receiving said records.  Should the 
condition prove to be hereditary in nature and have a serious adverse effect on the dog’s quality of 
life, an exchange will be made for a puppy, chosen by Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever, of equal value 
to the dog in question or refund of the original purchase price.  Prior to an exchange or refund of the 
original purchase price one of the following must occur.  Either veterinary verification of the dog’s 
euthanasia (for the purpose of minimization of pain and suffering) or in non-life threatening cases a 
spay/neuter verification from your veterinarian. 
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     Your new puppy/dog is guaranteed until it reaches 26 months of age against moderate to severe hip 
dysplasia.  If moderate to severe hip dysplasia is diagnosed a replacement puppy will be provided so 
long as the so long as the buyer take the steps set forth in this contract.  First, the owner must 
immediately notify us of the diagnosis.  The owner must then provide x-rays for submission to OFA (The 
Orthopedic Foundation for Animal) and/or a veterinarian of the breeder’s choosing.  The x-ray must be 
accompanied by letter from the licensed Veterinarian outlining the diagnoses, specific micro chip 
verification, and verify the following:  The dog was never overweight for its bone structure and that no 
evidence exists that the puppy was overstressed or over exercised during this important developmental 
period of its life. The dog wasn’t breed prior to this diagnosis. The dog wasn’t abused; neglected or 
injured that could have caused the hip dysplasia.  If the diagnosis of moderate to severe hip dysplasia 
is confirmed Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever  a replacement puppy of equal value of the breeder’s 
choosing will be provided, if a puppy isn’t available within a year of the diagnoses confirmation, a full 
refund of the original purchase price will be given in full instead.  For the replacement puppy or refund 
to occur the owner must provide us with proof the dog in question was spay/neuter.     

     It is agreed and understood that no warranty or representation have been made with respect to 
the sold puppy/dog, except that which has been set forth in the above written agreement.  This 
agreement is valid only for the original owner and is NON-TRANSFERABLE.  I / We, the buyer (s), 
have read, understand and agree to the terms of this contact. 

Signature of Buyer 
(s):_________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________ 

Signature of Seller: 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Date: ________________ 
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NOTES: 
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HEALTH RECORD 

Vaccination (s) Given 

Date:_____________  Sticker: 

Type:______________ 

Brand:_____________ 

Date:_____________  Sticker: 

Type:______________ 

Brand:_____________ 

Date:_____________  Sticker: 

Type:______________ 

Brand:_____________ 

******************************************************************************************************************************* 

Deworning and Preventive Schedule 

Pyrantel Pamoate Suspension: Administered - 2 weeks - 4 weeks - 6 weeks - 8 weeks  X 1 
(WORMING - PIN AND ROUNDS)  

Toltrazuril:  Administered - 3 weeks - 4 weeks - 5 weeks - 6 weeks - 7 weeks - 8 weeks X 1  
(COCCIDIOSIS PREVENTIVE) 
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Panacur:  Administer - 5 or 6 weeks X 5 consecutive days (SECONDARY WORMER & GIARDIA 
PREVENTIVE) 

Metronidazole: Administer - 5 or 6 weeks / start date in conjunction with Panacur start date, X 10 
consecutive days (CONJUNCTION WITH PANACUR GIARDIA PREVENTIVE) 

Ear Miticide: Administer - 6 weeks - 8 weeks  X 1 

Dew Claw Removed:  Yes or No  circle one 
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HEALTH GUARANTEE EXTENSION 

As a breeder animal health is our top priority.  That is why we highly recommend NuVet Plus® 
Immune system builder to all of my customers.  It helps to support the puppy’s still maturing 
immune system which will helps protect them from a variety of health issues caused by free 
radicals and more. 

In fact, I feel it’s so important, that all of my puppies are started on NuVet Plus before they go 
home.  Also, to encourage my customers to continue giving their new puppy NuVet, I will extend 
the terms and conditions of my guarantee an additional one year as long as you give your new 
puppy NuVet Plus® daily, as recommended by the manufacturer, starting as soon as you bring 
your new puppy home. 

NuVet Plus is not sold in stores.  It must be ordered directly from Nuvet using my special order 
code 53905.  You may order online by going to www.nuvet.com/53905 or by phone at  
800-474-7044. 

Sincerely, 

Nicholas D. Portentoso 
Dana M. Portentoso 

Punk Hollow Labrador Retriever 
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